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Abstract 

Frank Herbert’s Dune series has been analyzed with regard to various issues, such 

as politics, ecology and religion. Its legal aspects have been neglected so far. 

Contrary to the seemingly common perception that law does not play a significant 

role in Dune, this article will first show that law is indeed ubiquitous in Dune and 

shapes the narrative in important ways. Dune develops different legal cultures: a 

cynical rule by law in the Imperium and an earnest rule of law among the native 

Fremen. It reflects on the limits of law in a way that is heavily influenced by a 

type of collective determinism first developed in Leo Tolstoy’s War and Peace, a 

source of inspiration that has not been noticed until now.  

Dune reflects a profound distrust of organized authority. Ultimately, it 

undervalues the fact that law can serve to prevent abuse of power. But to do so, 

the law needs independent guardians which are conspicuously absent in Dune. 
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I. Introduction 

Frank Herbert’s Dune, which won both the Hugo and Nebula Award for Best Novel after its 

publication in 1965,1 is commonly considered one of the greatest works of science fiction ever 

written.2 Yet another film adaption entered cinemas in 2021.3 The result of several years of 

research,4 Dune has been the object of much secondary literature. The books in the series have 

been analyzed with regard to religion, 5  chaos theory, 6  language, 7  politics, 8  ecology, 9  and 

history10 . They have been criticized for misogyny,11  homophobia12  and racism,13  but also 

praised for anti-capitalist and post-colonial themes 14  as well as for their strong female 

characters15. Yet, the role that law plays in Dune has not received much scholarly attention so 

far. 

“Law is the ultimate science“, reads a sign above the Emperor’s door.16 But, despite such high 

praise from a main character, the reason for a lack of engagement with the law in Dune might 

seem clear at first: relationships of power appear to be all-decisive.17 If law is mentioned at all, 

it seems to be merely an epiphenomenon of power, not a force in its own right that shapes the 

narrative.18 After all, in one of the later books it is explicitly stated: “Law always chooses sides 

on the basis of enforcement power. Morality and legal niceties have little to do with it when the 

real question is: who has the clout?“19 Maybe Dune confirms Richard Posner’s verdict that 

“works of popular culture are rarely a fruitful subject for law and literature scholarship; the 

treatment of law is unlikely to be insightful”.20  

A closer reading of Dune, however, reveals not only that law is in fact ubiquitous in the series 

but also that it plays an important role in the narrative.21 It has long been recognized that Dune 

references ideas from a wide variety of disciplines, including the work of various 

philosophers.22 In the same manner, it depicts a variety of legal practices, develops different 

legal cultures, and reflects on the normativity and limits of law. Law shapes the narrative even 

in the Old Imperium that rules by law and, beneath a formal show of compliance, has nothing 

but scorn for the law. In the desert, the Fremen practice a rule of law that is deadly serious. 

Finally, the new theocratic Imperium of Muad’dib fluctuates between these two poles. 

This article will briefly introduce the plot of Dune as far as is necessary to understand the role 

of law in it. This short recap of the narrative might easily lead one to dismiss it as yet another 

heroic or even “white savior” story. But there is more to it than meets the eye at first glance. It 

has previously been noted how Frank Herbert drew inspiration and used ideas from various 

other works,23 be it regarding the languages in Dune24 or the idea of an anti-imperialist holy 
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war25. Its structure has even been compared to Homer’s Iliad and to Aeschylus’ Oresteia.26 

Herbert eclectically used various cultural and religious themes, in particular, but not only, the 

Arabic language and Islam. 27  T.E. Lawrence’s Seven Pillars of Wisdom has long been 

recognized as a source of inspiration for Herbert, and its depiction of Arab customary law likely 

was a role model for Fremen legal practices.28 What has not been highlighted so far is the central 

role of an idea first elaborated in Leo Tolstoy’s War and Peace: “the law of inevitability”.29 On 

a deeper layer, Dune reflects Tolstoy’s scathing rejection of the idea of Great Man History and 

his belief in collective determinism. Against the backdrop of this determinism, it will be 

explored what role law can play in a society. Dune shows that law can indeed be an important 

factor that influences powerful actors, even despite their cynical attitude towards legal 

practices.30 This independent normativity of law vis-à-vis politics is a contentious theme well-

known also to international and constitutional lawyers of our world. 

Dune reflects Frank Herbert’s distrust of organized authority. The limited government that is 

argued for in the series might have benefitted from more rule of law though. A main reason for 

the apparent impossibility of control over collective action and for the cynical use of the law in 

Dune can be identified in the conspicuous absence of professional lawyers. Unlike Dune’s 

protagonist, who mirrors Frank Herbert’s skepticism in this regard, we should not give up on 

the ability of law and bureaucracy to prevent the abuse of power.  

 

II. Scenario of the Books 

This section will provide a short summary of the plot of the Dune series as far as is necessary 

to understand the role of law in it.31 Then the narrative’s deeper layer will be explored with 

reference to Tolstoy’s War and Peace, which sets the backdrop for the discussion of Dune’s 

legal cultures and practices. 

The analysis will be mainly based on the first two novels of the six-part series by Frank Herbert, 

that is Dune and Dune Messiah, in which the role of law is most pronounced. The other four, 

Children of Dune, God Emperor of Dune, Heretics of Dune, and Chapterhouse Dune, will be 

used mostly to complete the picture that emerges in the first two books. Secondary literature, 

like the Dune Encyclopedia that was “approved“ by Frank Herbert, although strictly speaking 

not “canon“,32 will likewise be explored.33 The many books with which Brian Herbert and 

Kevin J. Anderson have expanded the universe of Dune will not be taken into account here. 
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1. The Plot  

A short disclaimer to those unfamiliar with the books: this spoiler-heavy summary, which 

serves a specific purpose in this article, cannot hope to capture the books’ appeal, especially 

that of the first novel. The first book, Dune, is certainly the most nuanced and best 

conceptualized of the series.34 Much of the fascination that the series evokes is, to my mind, 

owed to the superb writing in this first novel. The narrative in it exhibits a natural elegance that 

makes all the pieces fall into place effortlessly. The ideas on which it is based, philosophical, 

political, ecological and otherwise, are interwoven with the narrative in a way that gives it a 

special kind of credibility and avoids making the reader feel preached to.35 This elegance of the 

first novel’s world-building cannot be emulated here.  

In Dune, humankind has settled the galaxy and rules over it in a feudal Galactic Imperium. 

Since humans had been enslaved by “thinking machines” thousands of years ago, it is prohibited 

to develop computers of any kind: “Thou shalt not make a machine in the likeness of a man’s 

mind“, as the “Orange Catholic Bible“ states.36 For a science-fiction novel, the entire setting is, 

by design, decidedly low-tech, focusing instead on characters, institutions, their relationships 

and interaction.37 

The first book follows fifteen-year-old Paul, heir to the Great House of Atreides, who for many 

generations have ruled a planet that was given to them as a feudal fief by the Emperor. It begins 

with the Padishah Emperor Shaddam IV of House Corrino commanding Paul’s father, Duke 

Leto Atreides, to take the planet Arrakis as fief instead. Doing so, they replace their long-time 

enemies of House Harkonnen who had ruled Arrakis up until that point.  

Arrakis, commonly known as Dune, is the most important planet in the universe. Because only 

on this desert planet, the spice melange is found. Only with this resource, long-distance space 

travel is possible. It allows the navigators of the Spacing Guild, which holds a monopoly on 

interstellar travel, to plot jumps from planet to planet. Without it, the Imperium and humanity’s 

galactic civilization would collapse. 

Having arrived on Arrakis, House Atreides is betrayed, ousted from power and almost 

annihilated by House Harkonnen in an act of inter-house warfare that is, in principle, lawful.38 

In secret though, the Harkonnens worked with the blessing and unlawful aid of the Emperor 

who saw a political threat to himself in the popularity of Duke Leto Atreides. The Duke Leto 

Atreides is killed, but Paul and his mother Jessica flee into the desert. While House Harkonnen 

assumes control of Arrakis again, Paul and Jessica are eventually taken in by the Fremen, a 
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people that lives in the deep desert and effectively remains beyond the reach of the Imperium 

due to the harsh natural conditions prevailing there.39 

Jessica is a member of the Bene Gesserit, an old female-only order that specializes in bringing 

humans to their full, physical and mental capacity, by training but also through genetics. 

Overtly, the order professes to serve others, in particular the Great Houses, while covertly 

pursuing its own aims. Paul is an unplanned result of their multi-generational breeding program, 

which hoped to create a type of superior human being, the kwisatz haderach. Exposed to huge 

amounts of the spice in the desert, he develops prescient capabilities. Being able to see the 

future, albeit in an imperfect manner, Paul engages in many struggles to reclaim his legacy as 

the heir of a Great House. Eventually, he is accepted as one of them among the Fremen, assumes 

the name Muad’dib and becomes their leader. Building on his prescience and the myth of the 

Lisan al Gaib (the “Voice from the Outer World”), which had been spread by Bene Gesserit 

generations ago to protect their own in times of need, he also becomes the subject of religious 

veneration, reluctantly, but driven by political necessity. Eventually, Paul leads the Fremen to 

victory over the Harkonnens but also over the Emperor’s forces, the feared Sardaukar. 

Threatening to destroy all spice production and thus humanity’s galactic civilization, Paul 

forces the Emperor to abdicate and give his blessing to a marriage with one of his daughters. 

In the second book, Dune Messiah, we learn that Paul’s Fremen troops have led a military 

campaign against those who still resisted him for twelve years, causing immense bloodshed and 

suffering across the galaxy. Just like this Jihad, as it is called in the books, was driven by 

religious fervor, Paul’s new Imperial Government builds on the religious authority of Paul who 

became the Emperor Muad’dib. Various forces plot against the new Emperor: the old Emperor 

Shaddam IV, confined to his own prison planet, but more importantly a group of conspirators 

that includes Paul’s wife, i.e. the old Emperor’s daughter, the Guild, and the Bene Gesserit. 

Betrayed by one of the Fremen, Paul is eventually blinded in a nuclear attack. After two children 

are born to his companion Chani, who officially remained his concubine, Paul walks into the 

desert, leaving his Imperium to fend for itself. Book three, Children of Dune, completes this 

narrative arc leading up to his son’s ascension to the throne. These first three books are meant 

as a trilogy. 40  Books four, five and six, God Emperor of Dune, Heretics of Dune and 

Chapterhouse Dune take place thousands of years in the future, exploring new characters and 

further story arcs.  
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2. The Deeper Layer: Collective Determinism and the Law 

Control over the future is a meta-theme that runs through the entire series of Frank Herbert’s 

Dune novels.41 It manifests itself in two different aspects: control on an individual, personal 

level and control on a collective, societal level.42 The former is portrayed as possible, the latter 

is shown not to be possible at all. Individuals can overcome difficulties, they can even overcome 

themselves, but the course of events on a societal level cannot be controlled. While collective 

action is possible – even a sustained interstellar war and the ecological transformation of an 

entire planet –, such collective action is impossible to intentionally direct. And accordingly, the 

role of law, which is supposed to steer human action, is called into question.  

The freedom to overcome individual limitations is seen in the Dune series in various respects. 

Having renounced the use of computers in the wake of the “Butlerian Jihad” in which humanity 

freed itself from enslavement by “thinking machines”, humans instead improved themselves to 

compensate for this lack of digital support: “The Great Revolt [against the machines] took away 

a crutch […] It forced human minds to develop. Schools were started to train human talents.”43 

They pushed their capabilities beyond anything known before. The Bene Gesserit sought to 

overcome “animal” instincts, they trained, for example, to consciously control every muscle in 

the body and even their metabolism. Guild Navigators use the spice to plot starship’s courses. 

Mentats process data and calculate probabilities like a human-computer. Soldiers must train in 

knife-combat since the only defining technology of Dune aside from space travel is shields that 

make projectile and laser weapons, which we would consider modern, basically obsolete.44  

The more you are pushed by such general circumstances and by your individual circumstances, 

Frank Herbert makes clear in Dune, the more you will excel – at least those that survive. This 

is true for the Fremen who live in harsh conditions on Arrakis as well as for the old Emperor’s 

Sardaukar who were recruited on his prison planet where equally harsh conditions prevailed. 

Both are shown to be far superior fighters as opposed to the troops of Great Houses that live a 

comparatively easy life. As a whole, the many trials that the characters have to overcome in 

Dune make it possible to read it as a type of coming-of-age story, a story about the need to 

adapt to new circumstances.45 Muad’dib himself is quoted as saying: “God created Arrakis to 

train the faithful.”46 

Yet, while humans can transcend their individual limitations in this manner and become capable 

of incredible feats, humanity as a whole and the societies it consists of cannot be controlled. 

They cannot consciously choose the way forward and overcome their shortcomings. While later 
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books of the series are open to a different interpretation, which we will come back to at the end, 

this is made abundantly clear through Paul’s struggle in the first two novels.  

At a superficial level, and as far as the story has been reproduced in this article thus far, the 

story of the boy Paul who becomes the Emperor Muad’dib and conquers the known universe is 

a classic example of Great Man History. This view of history believes in the great importance 

of individuals and has most prominently been expounded in Thomas Carlyle’s classic 1841 

work On Heroes, Hero-Worship, and The Heroic in History: “the history of what man has 

accomplished in this world, is at bottom the History of the Great Men who have worked here”.47 

Dune would not be Dune though if it didn’t have a deeper layer. Frank Herbert is clearly critical 

of the idea that individuals can save societies, even heroes, even one who can see the future and 

is as close to omniscient as any human has ever been.48 But Herbert’s idea behind this is not 

merely Bertolt Brecht’s sentiment, expressed by Galileo in the homonymous play of 1940. In 

this play, Galileo famously replied to the proposition that a land without heroes is unhappy: 

“No. Unhappy the land that is in need of heroes.”49 Herbert’s uneasiness with heroes goes 

beyond that.  

Dune breathes a structural critique of Great Man History. Its conception of individual free will 

and collective determinism is heavily inspired by the epilogue of Leo Tolstoy’s War and Peace. 

While there is apparently no (publicly available) evidence that Herbert used Tolstoy’s work as 

inspiration, it seems highly likely. Not only is Frank Herbert known to have read widely on the 

subjects he was writing about.50 Speaking at a science fiction convention in Long Beach, 

California, in 1965, he recounted the entire book War and Peace in the form of a Japanese haiku 

– that is in a poem of 17 syllables.51 To do that, he must have been intimately familiar with the 

work.  

In any case, the similarities are striking. Dune reflects Leo Tolstoy’s conviction that those who 

are seen as the Great Men steering the course of history are, in fact, “history’s slaves”.52 It is 

not these men’s “genius” that caused historical events, it is not even that their genius allowed 

them to seize an opportunity that makes history. What shapes history is rather the many small 

events that shape who these men were, “all those small events [which] were inevitable”.53 Much 

like Paul is prepared by the Atreides family for his role, and shaped by the Bene Gesserit’s 

genetic breeding program and the training his mother gives him, “[i]t is not Napoleon who 

prepares himself for the accomplishment of his role, so much as all those around him who 

prepare him to take on himself the whole responsibility for what is happening and has to 

happen.”54 Paul realizes this at one point, when he is still trying to prevent the coming Jihad: 
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“My mother is my enemy. She does not know it, but she is. She is bringing the jihad. She bore 

me; she trained me. She is my enemy. [Note: Frank Herbert used italics for characters’ inner 

monologue and inconsistently capitalized certain key terms.]” 55  Many historians, Tolstoy 

complains, do not realize this and still base their histories on “heroes endowed with 

extraordinary, superhuman capacities”. “Napoleon ordered an army to be raised and go to war. 

We are so accustomed to that idea and have become so used to it, that the question why six 

hundred thousand men went to fight, when Napoleon uttered certain words seems to us 

senseless. He had the power, so what he ordered was done.”56 “Historians of culture” on the 

other hand, Tolstoy argues, see ideas as the driving force of history but cannot really explain 

“how a book, Le Contrat social, had the effect of making Frenchmen begin to drown one 

another”.57   

The inevitability of the things to come is heavily foreshadowed in Dune, when Paul still harbors 

some hope that he will be able to prevent the outcome he fears so much: “… he could still sense 

the green and black Atreides banner waving … somewhere ahead … still see the jihad’s bloody 

swords and fanatic legions. It will not be, he told himself. I cannot let it be. […] The green and 

black Atreides banner would become a symbol of terror. […] It must not be, he thought. I cannot 

let it happen.”58 But it is all for naught in the end: “Everything he touched brought death and 

grief. And it was like a disease that could spread across the universe.”59 “Here was the unborn 

jihad, he knew. […] And Paul saw how futile were any efforts of his to change the smallest bit 

of this. He had thought to oppose the jihad within himself, but the jihad would be. His legions 

would rage out from Arrakis even without him. They needed only the legend he already had 

become. […] A sense of failure pervaded him.”60  

In Dune Messiah, it is evident in the bitter resignation which the Emperor Muad’dib displays 

twelve years later that he knows intimately what Tolstoy means when he writes: “A Tsar is 

history’s slave. History, that is, the unconscious, general, swarm-life of mankind, uses every 

moment of the life of rulers as a tool for its own purposes.”61 When Chani suggests to Paul that, 

maybe, what he fears won’t happen: “What? Deny my own oracle? How can I when I’ve seen 

it fulfilled thousands of times? People call it power, a gift. It’s an affliction! It won’t let me 

leave my life where I found it!”62 At one point a solution is suggested: “To buy an end for the 

Jihad, to silence the volcano of butchery, he must discredit himself.”63 But this ultimately is no 

solution either. Even seemingly absolute power left Paul powerless to prevent the crusade he 

sees coming with his prescient abilities.64 
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Paul is thus quite aware of his role, unlike Napoleon who, in Tolstoy’s mind, was in 1812 “more 

convinced than ever that it depended on him” while having “never been so much in the grip of 

inevitable laws, which compelled him, while thinking that he was acting on his own volition, 

to perform for the swarm-life – that is to say for history – whatever had to be performed.”65 

This is precisely what Paul, unlike Napoleon, knows: 

“From the moment the Jihad had chosen him, he’d felt himself hemmed in 

by the forces of a multitude. […] Any delusions of Free Will he harbored 

now must be merely the prisoner rattling his cage. His curse lay in the fact 

that he saw the cage. He saw it!” “The Jihad had seized him, fixed him onto 

a glidepath from which the terrible gravity of the Future would never release 

him.”66 

This is what Paul refers to when he states, before walking away into the desert at the end of 

Dune Messiah, that “his physical presence” is no longer needed and that: “Now I am free.”67 

His actions no longer concern the course of history, and he is therefore no longer predetermined 

but free to do as he pleases with his own life. 

So, when Frank Herbert, or at least Paul as the protagonist of Dune, believes in this collective 

determinism that Tolstoy describes in War and Peace, what role can law still play? When Chani 

muses: “If the people only knew your love …”, he replies: “You can’t build politics on love 

[…] People aren’t concerned with love; it’s too disordered. They prefer despotism. Too much 

freedom breeds chaos.” She replies that he’s not a despot and that his laws are just. But he won’t 

have it:  

“Ahh, laws … What’s law? Control? Law filters chaos and what drips 

through? Serenity? Law – our highest ideal and our basest nature. Don’t look 

too closely at the law. Do, and you’ll find the rationalized interpretations, the 

legal casuistry, the precedents of convenience. You’ll find the serenity which 

is just another word for death.”68 
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III. The Importance of Legal Culture in Dune 

Paul’s disillusionment with law reflects his socialization. In the Old Imperium, law is merely 

used as a tool of the powerful who cynically profess to abide by it while covertly circumventing 

and abusing it. Fremen law on the other hand is taken seriously. The law of Muad’dib’s 

Imperium oscillates between these poles. 

 

1. Cynical Rule by Law in the Old Imperium 

In the first novel, during the reign of Emperor Shaddam IV, law is regularly portrayed as a 

characteristic feature of the Imperium. All relevant actors refer to law, see the need to legally 

justify their actions and make decisions that take the legal situation into account. But, more 

often than not, law in the Old Imperium seems to be a cynical affair, a formalistic tool of power, 

not really a force in its own right. 69  All the Great Houses, including the Atreides, act 

strategically to pursue their self-interest, also through a rule by law.70 Despite all this, law 

continues to bind actors in the Old Imperium. 

 

a) The Old Imperium’s Constitution 

The Old Imperium of Shaddam IV is held together by a delicate balance of military, economic 

and political power.71  Its political constitution, in substance if not in name, is the Great 

Convention.72 This Convention was born out of the struggle against the “thinking machines” 

and out of the experience that humanity’s very existence is precarious.73 Under it, the Great 

(and Minor) Houses meet in an institution reminiscent of international organizations of our 

world, such as the United Nations: to represent their interests against the Emperor, the Houses 

come together in the Landsraad. Great Houses may lawfully engage in inter-house warfare 

(kanly and “war of assasins”). As the Dune Encyclopedia, which elaborates on Herbert’s work 

and was “approved” by him,74 explains: a “formal declaration of intent” has to be filed with the 

Imperial Registrar and the Landsraad Secretariat.75 Much like the relative prohibition on the 

use of force that marked the UN’s predecessor, the League of Nations, the expectation of this 

arrangement was that warfare would thus not be completely eliminated but at least limited. In 

one aspect, Dune is even more progressive than the state of international law in our world: the 

use of nuclear weapons, which Great Houses may possess, is strictly prohibited by “the 

Injunction” of the Great Convention: “Use of atomics against humans shall be cause for 

planetary obliteration.” 76  Reflecting the religious prohibition already mentioned, the 
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Convention also forbids to make a device in the likeness of the human mind.77 The Convention 

puts great emphasis on formality, establishing a “primacy of form over substance”, which is 

evidenced by the fact that each of its sections begins with the words: “The forms must be 

obeyed.”78 

 

b) Law as an Instrument of Power 

The role of law in the Old Imperium first becomes clear when House Atreides takes over the 

fief of Arrakis. They invoke a traditional legal formula, which is posted all over the planet 

above Duke Leto’s signature: “Our Sublime Padishah Emperor has charged me to take 

possession of this planet and end all dispute.“ But Duke Leto bitterly reflects on the “ritualistic 

formality”: “Who was fooled by that fatuous legalism? Not the Fremen, certainly. Nor the 

Houses Minor who […] were Harkonnen creatures almost to a man.”79 

When the Atreides “eliminate“ 259 Harkonnen affiliates that had remained on Arrakis, Duke 

Leto orders to “forge certificates of allegiance over the signatures of each of them“ and to “file 

copies with the Judge of the Change“ who had been appointed by the Emperor and the 

Landsraad High Council to oversee the change of fief. “We’ll take the legal position that they 

stayed under false allegiance. Confiscate their property, take everything, turn out their families, 

strip them. And make sure the Crown gets its ten per cent. It must be entirely legal.“80 Observing 

this, Paul has qualms, not moral ones (he “knew the actual no-holds-barred convention that 

ruled in kanly”) but he feared it would be ineffective (“This’ll only make the others fight all the 

harder.“).81 

Imperial law remains important to Paul’s thinking even after the Atreides were betrayed by the 

Emperor who supported the Harkonnen attack. Having fled to the desert, Paul meets Liet Kynes, 

the Judge of the Change.82 Paul shows him his ducal signet ring and asks if he knows its 

significance. Kynes answers that Paul is “technically“ the Duke, now that his father is dead, to 

which Paul replies that he, Paul, is a “soldier of the Imperium ... technically a hatchetman“. 

Even though the Emperor’s forces, the Sardaukar, supported the Harkonnen attack which killed 

his father, Paul still relies on Imperial law: “The Sardaukar are one thing, the legal source of 

my authority is another“. But Kynes hints at the existence of a parallel, Fremen jurisdiction: 

“Arrakis has its own way of determining who wears the mantle of authority“.83 

At that point, Paul’s plan is not to rely on military might alone to reinstate his House but to use 

legal and political avenues to find redress. He asks Kynes to provide him with proof of the 
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Emperor’s involvement in the attack, by showing Sardaukar in Harkonnen uniforms. Once he 

has put a Harkonnen back in power on Arrakis, “let the Emperor face the possibility of a Bill 

of Particulars laid before the Landsraad“. To this idea of initiating what seems to be a type of 

impeachment proceeding – although this is never specified –, Kynes replies: “Granted that the 

Landsraad High Council accepts your case […] there could only be one outcome: general 

warfare between the Imperium and the Great Houses“. Paul sees that this is correct but plans to 

blackmail the Emperor with precisely this possibility. He will ask to marry one of his daughters 

to gain the throne. Paul goes on to explain the rationale behind the constitutional structure of 

the Imperium. What the Great Houses fear most, he argues, is to be picked off one by one by 

the Emperor, whom they can only resist together: “That’s why there is a Landsraad. This is the 

glue of the Great Convention. Only in union do they match the Imperial forces.” And finally: 

“Law is the ultimate science”, Paul quotes. “Thus it reads above the Emperor’s door. I propose 

to show him law.”84  

Even the Harkonnens, who are depicted as quite unscrupulous slave-traders, know the 

importance of law in the Imperium. “Proces verbal! That was a report of a crime against the 

Imperium!”, Baron Harkonnen thinks to himself, when a servant of the Emperor alludes to the 

possibility of him being charged accordingly.85 This “proces verbal” seems to be inspired by 

the almost homonymous French legal instrument of “procès-verbal” that gives a report drawn 

up in a certain way special probative value. Great Houses can be charged with treason, but only 

“before a full Landsraad Council”.86 

In the Old Imperium, law is thus clearly an issue on the minds of political decision-makers. Its 

highly formalized character seems to give it great importance. But merely formal adherence to 

the rules also allows for a cynical use of the law to advance political interests. While everyone 

is eager to seem to comply with the law, the facts are manipulated and the law circumvented 

and abused as fits. In the Dune Encyclopdia, it is explained that the Assassin’s Handbook 

contains legal “commentary” on the Great Convention and on kanly, and provides “numerous 

suggestions of how these might be circumvented or turned to the advantage of the assassin”, 

e.g. by bribing Imperial representatives.87  

Thus, Imperial law is sophisticated, highly formalized, yet no one seems to sincerely believe in 

it. It is only respected as far as it cannot be covertly circumvented or its breach cannot be backed 

by force. Not only clearly “evil” characters like the Harkonnens do so, but also the Atreides 

who the reader is supposed to empathize with.88 Indeed, “authority in Dune consists in the 

ability to enforce law through coercion, threats and sanctions“.89 Law is ultimately upheld by a 
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threat of force,90 as is clearly proposed in Dune for the Injunction: “It’s fear, not the injunction 

that keeps the Houses from hurling atomics against each other”.91 In later books, the idea is 

reiterated even more bluntly: “What glue had actually held the Old Empire together? Many 

things, some small and some large, but mostly economic. Lines of connection thought of often 

as conveniences. And what kept them from blasting one another out of existence? The Great 

Convention. ‘You blast anyone and we blast you.’“92  

 

c) Law that Binds Nonetheless 

But even in this scenario, in which none of the relevant actors take the law seriously, it still 

exerts an influence on their actions. Law is far from ineffective even under these conditions. 

The law is often violated, but violations that are severe enough lead to enforcement action by 

other political actors. This shows that “binding rules are possible“ after all.93 Even the old 

Emperor plotting his return in the second novel is considered unwilling to risk “an illegal atomic 

attack”.94 In the first book, the old Emperor also refuses to let the planet Arrakis be watched 

since the Emperor “cannot legally post a watch on Arrakis”.95 The threat of “outlawing” a 

House that violates the Great Convention is as effective in the universe of Dune,96 as it can be 

in the international relations of our world97. Ultimately, the effect of law cannot be reduced to 

its enforcement. Like other social practices, it relies on its acceptance as legitimate by the 

relevant actors. In later books, which look at the Old Imperium from a historical perspective, 

thousands of years later, an observer wonders at “that oddly important set of words called ‘Great 

Convention’”, and how it could play such a decisive role in the universe. “If you dishonored 

the Convention, your peers turned against you with united violence. More than that, there had 

been the intangible, ‘Face,’ that some called ‘Pride’.”98 

And while it is true that the law in the Old Imperium, like all law, relies on political will and 

power to enforce it, it nonetheless remains a factor that influences the behavior of characters 

and institutions, without any one of them being able to unilaterally and arbitrarily change it. As 

the Encyclopedia states, the Great Convention was indeed defied once by a Great House that 

did not believe that the other Houses would stand by the Convention “if push came to shove” – 

but they did, and this “obliteration of House B’ganne was the true ratification of the Great 

Convention”.99  

Maybe, the moment in which the binding force of Imperial law becomes most evident is when 

Paul engages in a marriage of convenience with the Emperor’s daughter. In the tv miniseries 

adaptation of Dune released in 2000, Paul says at one point: “Imperial Law is void where 
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Muad’Dib stands.“100 This, I would submit, misinterprets the books and completely ignores the 

source of his authority and the fact that he could not and did not ignore Imperial law to become 

Emperor. Paul officially relegated Chani, whom he loved, to the status of a “concubine” – to 

the protest of his mother who objected, saying he should not repeat the same mistake his father 

had made. To legally ascend to the throne, and thus with legitimate authority, prescient Paul 

was not able to avoid this marriage of convenience. “There is my key”, he thinks when he first 

sees the old Emperor’s daughter, Princess Irulan, and in the last sentences of the first novel he 

explains to Chani that “we must weld peace out of this moment, enlist the Great Houses of the 

Landsraad. We must obey the forms. Yet that princess shall have no more than my name.”101 

 

2. Earnest Rule of Law Among the Fremen 

Fremen law could not be more different from the highly formalized, yet cynical, Imperial legal 

practices of a rule by law. The books tend towards portraying Fremen law as a rather “primitive” 

legal culture, strongly connected to ritual and religion. At least, that is certainly the impression 

which the book that Herbert began writing in the 1950s, first published 1965, would have made 

on contemporaneous readers and might still do so today. While the form of Fremen law, which 

appears to be customary in nature, i.e. shaped by practice accepted as law, lacks the 

sophistication and formality of Imperial law, and while its contents might often alienate the 

reader,102 Fremen legal culture also lacks the cynicism that is characteristic of the Imperial legal 

practice. Fremen law is strictly applied and taken seriously by the Fremen. They practice a type 

of rule of law that binds even the most powerful.  

 

a) Fremen Rule of Law and Lawrence of Arabia 

Fremen law may appear as “primitive” in its customary nature and kind of pre-modern to the 

reader in its harshness, but it is taken deadly seriously by the Fremen. It is applied strictly, 

changed only in the way custom is changed: by the practice of its subjects who discuss it in a 

quasi-democratic council, in which every Fremen’s voice must be heard. Even the naibs, the 

Fremen leaders whose word “is law” in their sietch community,103 must, and do, obey Fremen 

law. Only when this law is corrupted, either by general moral decay or by being used by 

characters socialized in the Old Imperium, does it stray from this hard earnestness, as we will 

see in Muad’dib’s new Imperium.  
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This Fremen legal culture was likely inspired by T.E. Lawrence’s Seven Pillars of Wisdom, 

which has long been recognized as a general source of inspiration for the desert setting.104 First, 

the “desert law” that is depicted by T.E. Lawrence is likewise customary in nature: “Judgement 

was based on custom, by quoting from a great body of remembered precedent.”105 Secondly, 

and more importantly, it binds everyone and is observed even when it might be strongly in 

one’s interest to break it: 

“Feisal had planned to raise his father's crimson banner as soon as he arrived 

in Medina, and so to take the Turks unawares; and here he was going to be 

saddled with two uninvited guests to whom, by the Arab law of hospitality, 

he could do no harm, and who would probably delay his action so long that 

the whole secret of the revolt would be in jeopardy!”106 

Thirdly, the Arab legal culture as T.E. Lawrence saw it also strongly associates adherence to 

the law with moral virtue and a specific way of life: “The Beni Sakhr were a dangerous gang, 

not pure enough nomads to hold the nomadic code of honour or to obey the desert law in spirit, 

and not villagers enough to have abjured the business of rapine and raid.”107 

Fremen law contains many rules that will appear quite barbaric to many readers – although the 

difference to Imperial law is one of degree. Imperial law for example leaves complete autonomy 

for Great Houses to choose the institution of slavery, as the Harkonnens did.108  But, for 

example, there is an apparent lack of any rules that protect outsiders in Fremen law. While 

neutral ground is declared and hostages exchanged as security in a later Fremen civil war,109 no 

similar protection is given to non-Fremen. Human rights beyond their own community are 

unknown: “It’s the way to kill offworld strangers found in the desert and take their water as a 

gift from Shai-hulud [the spice-producing worms that the Fremen worship]”.110 There is no law 

of war that protects those “hors de combat”, i.e. those not participating in hostilities any longer 

due to injury or because they surrendered, as the Geneva Conventions of our world do. 

Wounded enemies are killed and marked for water-recovery, a task that Fremen entrust to their 

children.111 Although, to be fair, even the Fremen’s own wounded can be “spend” if need be.112 

Not even diplomatic immunity is respected: messengers are “sent back without their water“ – 

a clear violation of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations.113 Also in other fields, 

Fremen law may seem quite cruel and premodern: Fremen law calls for those “possessed” to 

be slain.114 There is even a special “Trial of Possession” in which “all of the people” assume 

responsibility as a tribunal,115 described at one point as “that ancient Fremen examination 

whose ending most often brought hideous death”.116 Incest is punishable by death “on the 
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hanging tripod”.117 In many other respects, Fremen law is shaped by the harsh necessities of 

desert life.  

In Dune, Fremen attitude towards their law becomes evident in three key scenes: first, a 

confrontation of Duke Leto with a Fremen leader over a crysknife; secondly, the application of 

the “amtal rule” which forces Paul into a fight to the death, followed by the application of water 

and family law; and, thirdly, a change in the way new leaders are selected among the Fremen. 

In all this, it becomes clear that Fremen practice an earnest rule of law. 

 

b) A Clash of Jurisdictions: Duke Leto and the Crysknife 

A first glimpse of how seriously Fremen take their law can be caught in Duke Leto’s first 

encounter with a Fremen. The crysknife that Fremen use may only be seen by Fremen and by 

those who befriended them; it may not be taken off-world. When the Atreides get one into their 

hands, the Fremen leader Stilgar allows the Atreides soldier Duncan Idaho who had defended 

a Fremen and “observed the customs of cleanliness and honor among us“ to see it. But Stilgar 

only “permits“ the Duke Leto “to earn the right to unsheath it“. A member of the Atreides 

Strategy Council, in front of which this takes place, acknowledges a clash of jurisdictions, 

muttering: “Who’s he to tell us what rights we have on Arrakis?“, and the Duke tries to square 

the circle: “If it is your custom that this knife remain sheathed here, then it is so ordered – by 

me.“ The Duke qualifies Fremen law here as “just” custom as opposed to his orders which are 

law. The Fremen Stilgar, however, is quite clear that Fremen rules apply, using the language of 

rights and law: “They [the crysknives] are ours. They may never leave Arrakis without our 

consent.“ It is likely though that the Duke understood this well, but chose to frame it differently 

nonetheless to keep his authority before his subjects: his orders are law, and he may respect 

local customs if he so chooses.118 

 

c) The Amtal Rule, Water and Family Law 

The first time Paul and his mother Jessica are confronted with Fremen law is when they meet a 

Fremen troop, having fled to the desert to escape the Harkonnen attack. Paul and Jessica 

“bested” two of this Fremen troop in combat when first encountering them. The one Paul bested, 

Jamis, then demands his “right to test your part in the legend” – his right to invoke the “amtal 

rule”. “You know the rule”, Jamis says to the troop’s leader, Stilgar, who answers: “Who knows 

it better?”119  
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“She [Jessica] must be championed […] If her champion wins, that’s the truth in it. But it is 

said […] that she’d need no champion from the Fremen”, Jamis adds. So, he demands to fight 

Paul. Stilgar seeks to prevent it, even threatening to kill Jamis afterwards, should he survive the 

fight, but Stilgar respects Jamis’ right to invoke the rule, telling Jessica: “You must not 

interfere, Sayyadina […] This must be; it is the amtal rule.” When Jessica tries to frighten Jamis 

with her Voice – a form of subconscious vocal control mastered by the Bene Gesserit –, Jamis 

“invokes the silence on her”, which Stilgar acknowledges, ordering Jessica not to speak again: 

“If you speak again, Sayyadina, we’ll know it’s your witchcraft and you’ll be forfeit.”120 

Paul fights Jamis in what he learns is a fight to the death, and ultimately wins. Some see this 

killing of Jamis, the first time Paul kills in his life, as the moment when Paul “becomes 

sovereign“ in the sense that the “crown jurist of the Third Reich”, Carl Schmitt, understood the 

concept: Paul is now able to kill and thus to determine the state of exception.121 Others see this 

application of the amtal rule as one instance of a more general “philosophical idea” which for 

the Fremen became a “religious ritual”.122 As the amtal rule is worded in Chapterhouse Dune: 

“To know a thing well, know its limits. Only when pushed beyond its tolerances will true nature 

be seen.“123 I would propose that this scene also shows Fremen adherence to their rule of law. 

Paul later learns that he is responsible now for the family of Jamis, his two sons as well as his 

widow. He also inherits Jamis’ quarters and, it is specifically mentioned, his coffee service. 

Paul can accept Jamis’ wife “as woman or as servant” but after a year, she would be free to 

choose for herself, he is told. For Jamis’ children though, Paul would “always share some 

responsibility”.124  

That water is the most important resource for life on a desert planet, and legally regulated 

among the Fremen accordingly, becomes likewise evident in this situation. When the water of 

Jamis’ body is recovered after Paul kills him, Chani, who later becomes Paul’s companion and 

concubine, explains: “It’s the rule. The flesh belongs to the person, but his water belongs to the 

tribe […] except in combat. […] Combat water belongs to the winner […] It’s because you 

have to fight in the open without stillsuits [that normally reclaim water lost by sweating]. The 

winner has to get his water back that he loses while fighting.”125 At that time, Jessica and Paul 

lend water to some in the Fremen troop who direly need it. Stilgar tells the watermaster to take 

only as much as necessary and to repay her later “ten for one”, and to her astonished reaction 

he replies: “It’s a wise rule as you will come to see”.126 
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d) Selecting Political Leadership and Changing Customary Law 

Fremen tribes live scattered over the desert in so-called sietch communities, each ruled by a 

naib. They are politically connected in a Council Gathering, a Council of Leaders.127 A new 

leader is customarily selected by killing the old leader in a duel. In order for Paul to become a 

leader of the Fremen, he would therefore have to kill the naib of the sietch he lives in. “It’s the 

way”, a Fremen states when the sietch community comes together to deal with this issue. And 

when Paul says that “ways change”, a Fremen crowd answers: “We’ll say what’s to change!” 

Stilgar, the naib Paul would have to kill, adds: “That is the way, too […] The voice of any 

Fremen may be heard in Council.” Paul then criticizes that applying the rule would weaken 

their cause and lays out the legitimacy, factual and normative, of his claim to power. In effect, 

seeking to show that he need not kill the old leader to legitimately assume authority, he declares: 

“[T]he sages, the wisest of the wise, listen to me and honor me in Council […] there isn’t a man 

here, Stilgar included, who could stand against me in single combat. […] You know this isn’t 

idle boast.” “Do you smash your knife before a battle?” “There are men here who will hold 

positions of importance on Arrakis when I claim those Imperial rights which are mine […] Must 

I prove it [that I am the rightful ruler] by leaving every Fremen tribe in the erg without a leader?” 

But he also adds Imperial authority: “This was my father’s ducal signet […] I swore never to 

wear it again until I was ready to […] claim it [Arrakis] as my rightful fief.” Putting on the ring, 

he says to an utterly still crowd: “Who rules here? […] I rule here! […] This is my ducal fief 

whether the Emperor says yea or nay! He gave it to my father and it comes to me through my 

father!”128  

Since the Fremen community accepted his argument, the rule of leadership succession among 

the Fremen was changed, at least in Paul’s case, by practice accepted as law. This is a clear 

example of the inherent paradox of customary law, well-known for example to public 

international lawyers: customary law can only be changed by a practice contrary to the old rule 

which might very well be regarded as a breach of that rule but is nonetheless accepted as (new) 

law. 

 

3. Cynical and Earnest Law in Muad’dib’s Imperium 

The books first hint at, then explicitly state, a moral decay among the Fremen in the new 

Imperium established by Paul Atreides who is Muad’dib among the Fremen. Chani, Paul’s 

companion and concubine, sees it clearly in the changing role of water: “Water, once the spirit-

soul of Arrakis, had become poison. Water brought pestilence. Only the desert was clean.” And 
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when she sees a Fremen work gang with muddy feet – Fremen who used to grow up with strict 

water-saving discipline –, she is exasperated by their carelessness: “Fremen with muddy 

feet!”129 The legal formalism of the Old Imperium is also shown to trickle over into Fremen 

practices: A Fedaykin – a member of Muad’dib’s death commandos – posts a guard over the 

new Emperor’s children by commanding: “It shall be the solemn duty of the officer in 

charge …” and Duncan, one of Paul’s old friends, notices it: “The plodding self-important 

language of government enraged him. It had seduced the Fremen. It had seduced everyone.”130 

While the Old Imperium’s legal cynicism is thus clearly taking a hold of the new Imperium, in 

the end Fremen law rules supreme again. 

 

a) Continuing the Old Imperium’s Cynicism in a Theocracy 

Having been socialized into the Old Imperium’s legal culture, Paul, who is now the Emperor 

Muad’dib, needs no lessons in cynicism. The way in which treaties between major actors are 

mentioned confirms this. First, he considers signing the “Tupile Treaty” with the Guild. This 

treaty establishes the “Tupile Entente” as a place where Great Houses, defeated in lawful inter-

house warfare, can flee to – thus removing an incentive to use their nuclear weapons as a last 

resort. The catch for Paul is that the Guild does not reveal the planet’s precise location to keep 

it safe, and this location may therefore hide other things that could become dangerous to him.131 

Having already agreed to sign this treaty in his Imperial Council, he later wants to make his 

signature subject to a condition: the Guild should embargo the Ixian Confederacy, which resists 

him, until they submit to the Imperial Tax.132 The second time we see Paul sign a treaty an aide 

comes up to him, asking him to sign the “Semboule Treaty” which had not been introduced to 

the reader and the contents of which remain unknown. Paul nonchalantly signs it by “scrawling” 

on the document: “Atreides, Imper.”133 Lastly, the Treaty of Arrakeen is mentioned, which 

imposes a limit on the number of troops that the old Emperor is allowed on his prison planet. 

Allowing this might seem unreasonable, but makes sense in Dune’s political framework, if you 

consider the Tupile Treaty, and it actually finds a historical predecent in Napoleon’s exile on 

Elba, which Tolstoy could not really fathom either.134 One might also think of the Treaty of 

Versailles that limited German troops to 100,000 after World War I. 

While Paul’s attitude towards legalizing his relationship with other major actors seems 

pragmatic, as long as the treaties pertain to specific issues, he is downright hostile towards 

constitutionalizing his rule in general. The Ixian Confederacy, which still resists him, offers to 

submit to his Imperium but demands a constitution, questioning the Imperial Tax. Hearing this, 
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sitting in Council, Paul muses: “They want a legal limit to my Imperial will.”135 His companion 

Chani argues: “Perhaps they could be given the form of a constitution … It needn’t be actual.”136 

For a Fremen, this attitude towards law seems uncharacteristic at first, but maybe not if you 

consider that these would be legal obligations towards outsiders, non-Fremen. On the other 

hand, the Fremen Korba, a priest later turned traitor, is sympathetic to a certain type of 

constitution. Paul notices: “Here now! Here’s one who may harbor secret sympathies for an 

imagined rule of Law”, even before Korba suggests: “We could begin with a religious 

constitution … something for the faithful”.137 But Paul dismisses the idea:  

“There are limits to power, as those who put their hopes in a constitution 

always discover […] We will make this an Order in Council. […] 

Constitutions become the ultimate tyranny […] They’re organized power on 

such a scale as to be overwhelming. The constitution is social power 

mobilized and it has no conscience. It can crush the highest and the lowest, 

removing all dignity and individuality. It has an unstable balance point and 

no limitations. I, however, have limitations. In my desire to provide an 

ultimate protection for my people, I forbid a constitution. Order in Council, 

this date, etcetera, etcetera.”138 

While the reasoning behind this order seems somewhat strained, the result is clear: the Emperor 

Muad’dib seeks to rule as an absolutist sovereign. The old Emperor’s former “truthsayer”, a 

high-ranking Bene Gesserit, experiences this while travelling aboard a Guild space ship above 

Arrakis. When she claims to be travelling in “free space”, a priest of the Quizara, who worship 

Muad’dib, answers: “There is no such thing as free space […] Muad’dib rules everywhere. […] 

When the Emperor commands, all his subjects obey.”139 

The religious character and cynical nature of the new government is discussed at various points. 

For example, a Guild ambassador notes: “And rulers are notoriously cynical where religions 

are concerned. Religion too is a weapon. What manner of weapon is religion when it becomes 

the government?”140 Paul’s mother, Jessica, writes to her daughter Alia on this issue: “You 

produce a deadly paradox […] Government cannot be religious and self-assertive at the same 

time. Religious experience needs a spontaneity which laws inevitably suppress. And you cannot 

govern without laws. Your laws eventually must replace morality, replace conscience, replace 

even the religion by which you seek to govern.”141 Even the Fremen naib Stilgar, who in the 

first novel is described as having turned from a friend into a worshiper (“a lessening of the 

man” in which Paul saw “the ghost-wind of the jihad”),142 turns out to be highly critical of 
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Muad’dib being worshiped as a god; he complains that “breaking a law became a sin”, “a smell 

of blasphemy arose like smoke around any questioning of governmental edicts […] Yet it was 

men who created these governmental edicts”.143 

Paul’s sister Alia later argues: “My brother rules by the natural law of heaven!”144 Answering 

her, Duncan Idaho145 perceptively states the fact that neither she nor her brother believe in this: 

“Both of you were taught to govern […] Natural law? What natural law? That myth haunts 

human history. Haunts! It’s a ghost. It’s insubstantial, unreal. Is your Jihad a natural law?”146 

Shortly after, Duncan tells Alia that he has advised Paul “to judge, to impose order”, which she 

mistakenly interprets as “dispensing justice”: “Not that! […] I suggested that he judge, no more, 

guided by one principle, perhaps […] To keep his friends and destroy his enemies.” Confronted 

with this Machiavellian-Schmittian idea, Alia retorts: “To judge unjustly, then.” “What is 

justice?”, Idaho replies, “Two forces collide. Each may have the right in his own sphere. And 

here’s where an Emperor commands orderly solutions. Those collisions he cannot prevent – he 

solves […] In the simplest way: he decides.”147 Idaho thus proposes to be more honest and 

simply decide collisions of interest by fiat, much like Thomas Hobbes proposed in his 

Leviathan.  

Idaho expands his critique of the religious law that is employed in Muad’dib’s Imperium more 

generally: “Well, it doesn’t matter whether the mailed fist is brandished openly by Fremen 

legions or Sardaukar, or whether it’s hidden in the Atreides Law – the fist is still there.”148 An 

“Addendum to Orders in Council” by the Emperor Paul Muad’dib confirms this interpretation 

by Idaho: “The convoluted wording of legalisms grew up around the necessity to hide from 

ourselves the violence we intend towards each other.”149 

 

b) A Slow Return to Fremen Earnestness? 

A key event in Dune Messiah is the use of a “stone burner”, a nuclear weapon the radiation of 

which blinds people in its vicinity.150 Paul tasks a weapons specialist with finding out where it 

was manufactured because: “Atomics. The Great Convention prohibited such weapons. 

Discovery of the perpetrator would bring down the combined retributive assault of the Great 

Houses. Old feuds would be forgotten, discarded in the face of this threat and the ancient fears 

it aroused.”151  

Paul loses his eyes and thus his vision in the attack. His oracular vision, however, becomes so 

exact that he can “see” through it what is happening around him. Yet, Stilgar proposes to hide 
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the fact that he has no eyes anymore from the people, which Paul refuses out of hand. “But the 

law…”, Stilgar gives to think. “We live by the Atreides Law now […] The Fremen Law that 

the blind should be abandoned in the desert applies only to the blind. I am not blind. […] None 

of these men shall be taken into the desert […] They are to be fitted with new eyes at my 

expense.”152 Later, he reaffirms to Fremen naibs, who are mentioned as having met for a Grand 

Council after Paul is blinded,153 that he can indeed still “see” though his oracular vision and is 

therefore not blind within the meaning of Fremen law.154 This purposive interpretation of 

Fremen law is never disputed. 

The attack with the stone burner, it is exposed, was enabled by the betrayal of the priest Korba 

who is then tried for treason. Korba “protests his innocence” and the charges are read by Stilgar, 

which are cited to the reader only incompletely: “… that you did conspire with traitors to 

accomplish the destruction of our Lord and Emperor, that you did meet in vile secrecy with 

diverse enemies of the realm; that you … […] venerable tradition … support of the legions and 

all Fremen everywhere … violence met with violence according to the Law … majesty of the 

Imperial person … forfeits all rights to … […] Thus the issue is brought to judgment.”155  

Korba acknowledges that “[w]e knew the Old Law said that only Families could possess 

atomics, but the Quizarate [priests] obeyed …” and Paul finishes: “Obeyed you … A curiosity 

indeed.” Korba then demands to confront his accuser: “I have a Fremen right to confront my 

accuser. […] A Fremen has rights.” Stilgar then interjects: “He speaks truth, Sire […] The law 

is the law. […] Korba is a Fremen and must be judged by Fremen Law”. Stilgar then quotes 

Fremen law, “interspersing his own comments on how the Law pertained”. Alia wonders at his 

conservatism and his strict adherence to the “Dune Code”. Paul thanks him for reminding them 

of the law, but in a secret language Stilgar signals (to Paul’s approval): “I’ll wring him dry and 

then take care of the matter.”156  

Afterwards, Paul explains to Alia: “Had I ordered Korba slain out of hand, the Naibs would 

have understood […] But this formal procedure without strict adherence to Fremen Law – they 

felt their own rights threatened.”157 Later, Paul’s thoughts on this are quoted as “Muad’dib on 

Law” in the “Stilgar Commentary”: “There is a limit to the force even the most powerful may 

apply without destroying themselves. Judging this limit is the true artistry of government. 

Misuse of power is the fatal sin. The law cannot be a tool for vengeance, never a hostage, nor 

a fortification against the martyrs it has created. You cannot threaten any individual and escape 

the consequences.”158 
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While Fremen law is respected in Korba’s trial but only for reasons of power politics, at the 

end of Dune Messiah Fremen law rules supreme again, even against the Emperor and his family. 

When Chani gives birth to twins – even though Paul had seen only one child in his prescient 

visions – he goes truly blind from that moment on. Immediately this is noticed by others and 

he knows what they think: “The blind must be abandoned in the desert. Fremen tribes carried 

no dead weight.”159  

Chani dies in childbirth and her body is taken away to preserve its water, because a Fremen’s 

body belongs to him- or herself but the water belongs to the tribe – even that of the Emperor’s 

consort and the mother of the Imperial heirs.160 And then, Paul walks into the desert “like a 

Fremen”. “He was blind – truly blind”, a Fremen says while shrugging “as though that 

explained it”. “Blind Fremen were abandoned in the desert. Muad’dib might be Emperor, but 

he was also Fremen.”161 Duncan, one of Paul’s old friends after all, notes how the Fremen 

refused to search for him: “Rescue was against their ancient customs.”162  

In later books, this tension between a harsh but pure Fremen law that in its original form has 

integrity and a corrupted and corrupting Imperial law can be seen, too. In the third book, 

Children of Dune, it is considered whether the Landsraad could take the legal position that the 

Regency – an interregnum until Paul’s heir comes of age – cannot veto certain legislation like 

the adjustment to taxation or the policing of cartels. It is not discussed whether this position is 

legally sound but whether it would be pragmatic to take this decision and who has the military 

supremacy to enforce it.163  

Even after Muad’dib’s death, when the terraforming of Arrakis to make it less arid has gained 

traction, Fremen law, a word which Herbert often capitalizes, still consigns the blind to the 

desert: “The wording of the Law, although less honored in these modern, water-soft times, 

remained unchanged from the earliest days.”164 “The traditional Fremen says: ‘Look to the 

Massif,’ meaning that the master science is the Law. But the new social structure is loosening 

those old legal traditions; discipline grows lax.”165  “They trusted the Law […], these old 

Fremen.”, Paul’s son, Leto II, observes.166 
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IV. Limiting Government Without Law? 

Frank Herbert distrusted organized authority and this idea is also reflected in Dune. Neither 

Herbert nor the characters and institutions in Dune sufficiently appreciate that the rule of law 

can prevent abuse of authority. A major reason for Paul’s failure to rely more on law seems to 

be his belief in the collective determinism of Tolstoy’s War and Peace. But for the rule of law 

not to devolve into a rule by law, it needs independent guardians which are conspicuously 

absent in Dune.  

 

1. Distrust of Organized Authority 

The idea that any governance, by law or otherwise, is at best futile and at worst dangerous is 

evident not only in Paul but also in the author’s thinking more generally. Frank Herbert 

remarked early on: “I had this theory that superheroes were disastrous for humans“.167  It 

appears that he thinks bureaucracy, and the law it is associated with, can be equally disastrous 

for us. Herbert shows a strong disdain for the bureaucratic aspect of government, maybe even 

for government in general,168 and therefore also for its legal aspect. Frank Herbert’s son Brian 

even characterized Dune as an “anti-establishment work”.169  

In the new Imperium of Muad’dib, governance appears as quite a loose affair: “Muad’dib has 

crowded his Quizarate [priests] in everywhere, displaced the old functions of government. But 

he has no permanent civil service, no interlocking embassies. He has bishoprics, islands of 

authority. At the center of each island is a man.”170 But even this arrangement Paul later 

criticizes as too bureaucratic. Reading the sign “Propagation of Faith” above a door, he thinks: 

“A more honest label would’ve been Propagation of Bureaucracy … A type of religious civil 

servant had sprung up all through his universe. This new man of the Quizarate was more often 

a convert. He seldom displaced a Fremen in the key posts, but he was filling all the interstices. 

[…] He stood apart from his rulers – Emperor, Guild, Bene Gesserit, Landsraad, Family or 

Quizarate. His gods were Routine and Records.”171 

In Children of Dune, Paul’s son, Leto II, states his conviction that law is entirely incidental to 

good governance: “[The Imperium] requires good government. That does not depend upon laws 

or precedent, but upon the personal qualities of whoever governs.”172 Further on, a quote 

attributed to “the Preacher”, who it can be assumed is Paul returned from the desert, says: 

“Every civilization depends upon the quality of the individuals it produces. If you over-organize 
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humans, over-legalize them, suppress their urge to greatness – they cannot work and their 

civilization collapses.”173 Even more: “Bureaucracy destroys initiative.”174  

This also reflects what Frank Herbert’s son Brian wrote in the biography of his father: “Frank 

Herbert burned with anger about ecology, religion and politics.”175 And while his son also sees 

in him a “great believer in the Constitution […] particularly in the rights of individuals”,176 he 

also shows the experience Frank Herbert had in Washington D.C. as a speech writer for the 

Republican senator Guy Cordon, who believed in strictly limiting bureaucracy. 177  In an 

interview, Frank Herbert heavily criticized bureaucracy as inefficient, as essentially sabotaging 

government, and romanticizes a time where “[t]he old time cop was judge and jury and 

everything else“ and could bring a drunk driver home and “tell his wife to hide the keys“.178 

Doing the right thing spontaneously on an individual level seems the only possible way to him, 

much like to Paul.  

The Tolstoy-inspired impression that Paul is under, namely that he is not able to make any 

meaningful changes to the future, leaves him blind to the ways in which he most certainly could 

have had at least some impact. The futility of it all, which he seems to feel, prevents him from 

even caring adequately for the people who fought for him. A veteran of Paul’s wars even has 

to sell his family valuables to afford medical care for the wounds he suffered in his service. 

Paul learns of this late in one case and offers to help.179 Yet again, this is help on an individual 

level, offered on a chance encounter.  

The distrust of organized authority that Frank Herbert sew into Dune thus leads to paralysis on 

a collective level and allows for individual abuse of power. Napoleon, who believed that he 

could make a difference, left a legal Code that endures (amended) in the national law of France 

to this day. Even if Tolstoy was right to say that Napoleon overestimated his role, Paul is 

paralyzed by his prescience. While Paul might not have been able to prevent the Jihad – we 

may trust his prescient abilities on this –, it is almost incomprehensible why he does not even 

try to use law and administrative governance to reign in its consequences and improve the life 

of people he obviously cares about. Fremen family law might have served as an inspiration or 

as something to build on. Paul had experienced the application of this area of law, which sought 

to safeguard the well-being of the spouse and children of deceased, after killing Jamis. 

Maybe, Paul subscribed to the “Bene Gesserit Coda” cited later in the last book of the series, 

Chapterhouse Dune: “Laws to suppress tend to strengthen what they would prohibit. This is 

the fine point on which all the legal professions of history have based their job security.“180 But 

the very first chapter of Dune Messiah shows what this leads to. It begins by showing priests 
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handing out death sentences to historians who criticize Muad’dib, without even informing him: 

“We do not trouble the Holy Family with trivia.”181  

Paul’s inaction allows for the abuse of power in his Imperium. His mistake ultimately is not the 

obviously correct statement that any one person’s capacity to intentionally influence the course 

of the future is limited, and be it the prescient Emperor of the known universe. The mistake is 

the value judgment that therefore any action is futile. If complete and absolute control is not 

possible, Paul seems to say, it is not even worth trying. But this should not be the lesson we 

draw from Dune.  

It is also not the note that Frank Herbert ended the series on. Instead, in a climactic dialogue in 

Children of Dune that sets the path for the following novels, the Preacher, i.e. Paul returned 

from the desert, and his son Leto II face off. The Preacher, bitter and seeing himself as “a poor 

copy” of the Paul that he once was directly states: “You cannot control the future”.182 But it is 

revealed that there was indeed a “Golden Path” to save humanity, from an unnamed threat of 

extinction, and Paul – unlike his son – just did not dare move down that way. This Golden Path 

involves thousands of years of tyranny to teach “a lesson which humankind will never 

forget”,183 namely that humanity should be “exceedingly careful about the powers you delegate 

to any government”.184  

I would suggest, more mundanely, that humanity can learn this lesson from the experiences of 

tyranny it has already endured. If limited government is indeed the ultimate aim of this Golden 

Path, the wholesale rejection of law, in particular constitutional law, that is expressed by Paul 

seems all the more tragic and paradoxical. If Frank Herbert’s message was to distrust 

government,185 he undervalued the fact that law need not only be a cynical tool of government, 

a sort of rule by law. Law can institutionalize distrust against government and thus protect from 

abuse.186 It should not be overburdened with tasks that it cannot accomplish. Constitutional 

lawyers of our world, for example, have legitimate disagreements about the manner in and the 

extent to which rights should be upheld by courts.187 But the rule of law has historically proven 

itself as an important tool to prevent arbitrary use of power. Dune does not reflect this 

sufficiently. 
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2. The Absence of Legal Professionals 

As William Touponce first noticed, Dune is “polyphonic” in the sense that “every voice is 

qualified, questioned, even subverted, by others”.188 This is also true for the various approaches 

to law in Dune. But despite all the differences between the legal practices of the Old Imperium, 

of the Fremen and of Muad’dib’s new Imperium, they all share a decisive deficit. While the 

ubiquity and importance of Imperial and Fremen law refute the idea that “there is no real sense 

of law-making“ in Dune,189  a different aspect seems the real reason why law has such a 

peculiarly powerful yet cynical role to play. Dune follows a general trend of the science fiction 

genre in that it makes law its subject but does not provide lawyers.190 It is the absence of 

professional lawyers, the absence of a profession dedicated to upholding the law that enables 

the cynical use of law that we see in the series.191 This becomes evident in the trial of the traitor 

Korba which is marked by serious violations of the most basic precepts of the rule of law which 

allows legal proceedings to be abused as a mere tool of power. It is presided over by Paul’s 

sister Alia who claims this authority on two grounds, one Imperial, one Fremen. She presides 

over the trial because her brother delegated this task to her and because: “Is it not Fremen law 

that a Reverend Mother presides when life and death are at issue?” Apparently, the presiding 

judge cannot be challenged for fear of bias under either Fremen or Imperial law. Not only is 

Alia the victim’s sister, but she is also part of the (theocratic) government. Moreover, the judge 

apparently can be appointed ad hoc and post-facto. When Korba demands to choose his own 

counsel, instead of Stilgar who Paul appointed as such, even though he was at the very same 

time the prosecutor, Paul replies: “You deny the fairness and judgment of Stilgar?”, before he 

has him taken away.192  

In this respect, Herbert did not base his desert law on the one shown by T.E. Lawrence. The 

Arab customary law Lawrence depicted knew that legal institutions – even if constituted ad hoc 

and from case to case – need to be and need to be seen as impartial: “In cases between men of 

different tribes, the lawman was selected by mutual consent, or recourse was had to the lawman 

of a third tribe. If the case were contentious and difficult, the judge was supported by a jury of 

four — two nominated by plaintiff from the ranks of defendant’s family, and two by defendant 

from plaintiff’s family. Decisions were always unanimous.”193 This mode of legal dispute 

settlement closely resembles the arbitration of many international disputes. It could have 

inspired Herbert to include such safeguards for legal processes at least among the Fremen. 

But no independent guardian of the law exists in Dune. While there are some institutions that 

employ titles which imply a legal function, this is not really the case. A prominent example is 
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the “Judge of the Change” who oversees the change of fief on Arrakis. According to the 

Appendix of Dune, his authority can only be challenged before the Landsraad in the presence 

of the Emperor.194 But his role seems to be more that of a political arbiter. There are “judges“ 

among the Fremen, but this is only a religious title.195 Instead of professional lawyers who work 

in an independent function, the law is generally interpreted by political actors themselves. In 

that regard, it mirrors the functioning of international law in our world, which does not have a 

court with compulsory jurisdiction over all actors and all issues, and thus often grapples with 

similar issues. This auto-interpretation by political actors allows for strained, self-serving 

interpretations of the law, most notably when Paul draws the fine line between his use of nuclear 

weapons against a “natural feature of the desert“, and the Great Convention’s Injunction that 

prohibits their use only against humans.196  

Law in Dune lacks an independent guardian that could interpret and apply it objectively in the 

sense that this interpretation and application need not be in the interest of one or the other 

political actor. A rule of law is possible, but to fulfill this purpose, law needs to be taken 

seriously. Fremen practices show this. To assure that, the law needs independent guardians, 

most of all in courts of law, who protect it from being abused or circumvented. And, indeed, 

the rule of law needs a bureaucracy, but in the best sense as Max Weber described it: a 

government marked by professionality, rationality, and accountability. 197  It might not be 

perfect, it has many drawbacks that Frank Herbert clearly saw, without a doubt. But it might 

have at least prevented priests from condemning historians to death for uttering a wrong 

opinion. Of course, this creates the problem that political actors might seek to capture certain 

institutions but legal safeguards might be implemented against this as well.198  

No safeguard will make decisions “unpolitical” in the sense that they will be the one 

“objectively correct” decision. Legal professionals cannot deliver on such a promise either. Paul 

might even have retorted with Tolstoy that the “law of inevitability” would predetermine their 

legal decisions as well, and that therefore this attempt at controlling the future is futile as well. 

But this only confirms that believing in collective determinism does nothing but paralyze. The 

same could be said for Herbert’s distrust of any kind of organized authority.  

Human institutions will always be flawed. They will always have the potential to cause 

tremendous harm. Herbert is right in pointing this out. But a rule of law implemented by 

independent guardians can at least prevent legal decisions from being directly influenced by 

powerful interests in a manner that is incompatible with the purpose of the decision-making 

procedure. The decision to convict the alleged traitor Korba of a crime, or not, should not hinge 
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on whether his conviction would be convenient regarding the power politics at play. The 

legality of expropriations should not depend on forged documents. More generally, the 

interpretation and application of law should not depend to the degree seen in Dune on self-

serving considerations of some powerful actors. This lesson humanity has learned, even without 

the benefit of additional thousands of years of tyranny. The old roman law and common law 

adage that no one should be judge in a case in which he or she has an interest (nemo judex in 

sua causa) reflects this. 

In our world as well, some may have little trust in the ability of the law to bind the powerful 

and many may be disillusioned by legal professional’s inability to be entirely objective in the 

sense that their interpretations of the law demonstrably lead to the one right decision, untainted 

by any subjective value judgment and completely acceptable to all. But there is a long way 

between the frustration that we may feel with our imperfect legal systems and the entirely 

cynical use that is made of Imperial law in Dune. The harsh earnestness of Fremen law that 

allows for a type of rule of law even without legal professionals might not be entirely 

convincing or realistic either for our diverse and complex societies. At the very least, though, 

we should not succumb to Paul‘s feeling of futility. Law and bureaucracy may not be a silver 

bullet that remedies all of our societies’ failings. Waiting for a hero, however, or relying solely 

on oneself to solve the world’s problems, is no alternative. This, too, Dune clearly shows. 
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